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Abstract—To use of formal model effectively in formal
method based development process, it is highly desirable that
the formal specification be converted to C code, a de facto
standard in many industrial application domains, such as
medical, avionics and automotive control. In this paper we
present the design methodology of a tool that translates an
Event-B formal specification to equivalent C code with proper
correctness assurance.
Keywords-C, Formal model, Event-B, Proof-based refinement

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently Medical, Avionics and Automotive industries
are leaning more and more towards formal method-based
development of safety-critical software. In embedded system community, formal method-based development implies
verification and validation, and generated proof obligation
ensure proof of correctness of a system model. The auto
code generators associated with formal development tools
can generate software codes from the formal specifications,
thus enabling model developer to generate source code automatically without knowing the target language syntax. Proofbased development methods [1] integrate formal proof techniques in the development of software systems. The main
idea is to start with a very abstract model of the (closed)
system under development. Details and design choices are
introduced in an incremental way. The correctness between two levels is ensured by refinement proofs. It also
maintains very well refinement techniques that can transform an abstract and non-deterministic specification into
a concrete, deterministic system model, in several stages.
When implementations are aimed, refinement leads to a last
level which describes, in some way, the expected behavior.
Refinement-based model development is very popular in
many industrial application domains. It is considered as a de
facto standard in very complex systems such as in medical,
avionics and automotive domains. Medical, Avionics and
Automotive industries are already in possession of large
formal specifications developed in formal language, which
are not able to generate source code in C language [2]
automatically. Realizing the benefit of adhering to automatic
source code generation in their formal development process,
these industries are now interested in embracing automatic
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source code generation approaches in their new projects;
thereby having source codes for all of their old formal
specifications for the ease of reuse and maintenance.
In this paper, we describe an approach to build a tool
which will be useful to translate Event-B [1] formal specification model to an equivalent C code function. The
implementation of translation is described in the form of a
toolchain. We also provide a mechanism to ensure the correctness of such a translation. From Classic-B [3] notation to
C language translation tool has been developed by D. Bert,
et al. [4], in which models are restated in an intermediate
language “B0”, and then converted to finally in C language.
A pioneering work for automatically translate subset of
Event-B formal notation of MIDAS [5] specification in C
language is proposed by S. Wright [5]. The shortcoming of
the work is that the tool shows only for simple translation
of formal concrete machines. Moreover, in Wright’s work,
handling of constants, axioms, enumerated sets and functions
are not covered in translation process. In our work, we
provide complete translation for them. For large generated source code, optimization using events scheduling and
translation correctness assurance are of prime importance.
We show how, event scheduling is resolved by refinement
approach. Proper correctness assurance of generated C code
from Event-B modeling language is verified using the code
verification tool.
II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE T OOL
The translation process consists in transforming the concrete part of an Event-B project into a semantically equivalent text written in C programming language. We propose an
architecture for the Event-B translator. Figure-1 depicts the
overall architecture of the tool. The tool is called EB2C. This
tool has mainly four components: Pre-processing, EventB to C translator, code optimization and code verification.
The input of the translator tool is a Rodin project [6]
files containing formal specification in Event-B modeling
language. To generate C code for an Event-B model we
use Eclipse development framework for developing a plugin in the Java language. The Pre-processing takes an Event-B
project and introduce C context file to provide deterministic
range for all kind of data types and makes an Event-B model

Event-B type
tl int16
tl uint16
tl int32
tl uint32

Formal Range
−215 ..215 − 1
0..216 − 1
−231 ..231 − 1
0..232 − 1

C type
int
unsigned int
long int
unsigned long int

Table I
I NTEGER BOUNDED DATA TYPE DECLARATION IN CONTEXT FILE

Rodin Project
'C' Language
Context File
Generated
Proof-Obligation

Pre-Processing

Filter Context
and Concrete Files
Lexical Analysis

Syntactic Analysis

Event-B to 'C'
Translator

Code Generation

Events Scheduling

Code Optimization

Generated
Code verification

Code Verification

Code Compilation
and Execution

Figure 1.

Architecture of Translation Tool

deterministic. Table-I shows bounded integer data types of
C context.
The next two sub-steps of the Pre-processing is to prove
all generated proof obligations and filter context files and
concrete machines files from selected Rodin project [6]. An
Event-B to C translator takes set of context and concrete
filtered files. In this translation process our aim is to generate
a C code file for an Event-B concrete file using Event-B
grammar through syntax-directed translation. The translator
generates separate functions for these Event-B events. We
consider Event-B formal notations available at [1]. We capture Event-B grammar in a Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). For
the production rules of the Event-B grammar we designed
the appropriate algorithm with appropriate parameters to

generate desired C codes in the targeted file with “.c” extension during the parsing process. The translator successfully
translates an Event-B model with the following components:
Constants, Enumerated sets, Functions, Variables, Arrays,
Parameters, Events, Guards and Actions with arithmetic and
logical operations. At present the translator cannot translate
a sets, sets operations and relation over sets. Event-B has
a rich set of formal model elements which cover formal
modeling as abstraction, which is not applicable for code
translation. We have closely examined the Event-B grammar,
and the observational equivalence between Event-B and C
programming language types is done as follows:
Event-B types
Enumerated sets
Basic integer sets
Event-B array types
Function

C Language types
Enumerated types
Predefined integer types
C array types
C function structure

Table II shows a set of Event-B syntax to an equivalent C
programming language. This table shows a list of supported
Event-B syntax. All constants defined in a model’s context
must be replaced with their literal values. This translation
tool supports conditional, arithmetic and logical expression
of formal model and translates into equivalent C language
code.
An Event-B enumerated sets is equivalent to the C programming language enumerated types. It is very easy to
translate into C programming language equivalent form due
to equivalent semantical structure.
The links between Event-B and C programming language
for integer values have been considered as crucial for the
efficiency of the generated code and for the correctness of
the translation. So, the solution is provided in first level
of Pre-processing phase by introducing C programming
language context and it is able to interface very tightly with
Event-B integer types and C programming language integer
types.
The links between Event-B arrays and C programming
language arrays are not straightforward. In Event-B, arrays
correspond to total functions whereas in C programming
language, they correspond to a contiguous zone of memory
(coded as the beginning address of the array and its size).
However, it is easy to do a semantical correspondence
between an array element arr(i) in Event-B and the value at
the location arr[i] in C programming language.
The links between Event-B functions and C programming
language functions are also very ambiguous. Translation
tool only supports total functions of Event-B into equivalent corresponding C programming language functions.
However, it is easy to do a semantical correspondence
between a function passing parameters in a C programming
language is equivalent to the elements of left side of total
functions symbol (→) and output of the C programming
language function correspond to the right hand side of the

Event-B
n..m
x∈Y
x ∈ tl int16
x ∈ n..m → Y
x :∈ Y
x:|Y
x=y
x 6= y
x<y
x≤y
x>y
x≥y
(x>y) ∧ (x≥z)
(x>y) ∨ (x≥z)
x := y + z
x := y - z
x := y * z
x := y ÷ z
x := F(y)
a := F(x7→y)
x := a(y)
x := y
a := a ⊳
− {x7→y}
a := a ⊳
− {x7→y} ⊳
− {i7→j}
X⇒Y
X⇔Y
¬x<y
x∈N
x∈Z
∀
∃
Sets
fun ∈ N × N → N

C Language
int
Y x;
int x;
Y x [m+1];
/* No Action */
/* No Action */
if(x==y) {
if(x!=y) {
if(x<y) {
if(x<=y) {
if(x>y) {
if(x>=y) {
if ((x>y) && (x>=z) {
if ((x>y) k (x>=z) {
x = y + z;
x = y - z;
x = y * z;
x = y / z;
x = F(y);
a = F(x, y);
x = a(y);
x = y;
a(x) = y;
a(x)=y; a(i)=j;
if(!X k Y){
if((!X k Y) && (!Y k X)){
if(!(x<y)){
unsigned long int x
signed long int x
/* No Action */
/* No Action */
/* No Action */
long int fun(unsigned long int arg1, unsigned long int arg2)
{
//TODO: Add your Code
return;
}

Comment
Interger type
Scaler declaration
’C’ Context declaration
Array declaration
Indeterminate initialization
Indeterminate initialization
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Arithmetic assignment
Arithmetic assignment
Arithmetic assignment
Arithmetic assignment
Function assignment
Function assignment
Array assignment
Scalar action
Array action
Array action
Logical Implication
Logical Equivalence
Logical not
Natural numbers
Integer numbers
Quantifier
Quantifier
Sets operations
Function Definition

Table II
E VENT-B TO C TRANSLATION SYNTAX

total functions symbol (→) in Event-B. So, this step of
function translation generates the function structure into C
programming language. If body of the function is defined
in Event-B as in form of predicate then translation tool
translate equivalent predicate into function body of the C
programming language.
An Event-B model is a collection of interdependent
events. The translator takes each of these events one by
one and converts them to an equivalent C function. So we
have separate C functions for each events. This C code file
contains appropriately generated constants, local and global
variables, arrays, functions, and events which are generated
from Event-B models using lexical and syntactic analysis.
Translation tool provides a recursive process to generate
source code for each event of the Event-B specification into
C programming language. Translation tool always checks for
“null” event (i.e. guard of false condition), never generates
the source code for that event and inserts suitable comment
into the source code for traceability purpose. This automatic
reduction is performed to avoid generation of unreachable
run-time code.

In Event-B specification, there are two kind of variables:
global variables and local variables. Global variables are
derived directly from VARIABLES statements of the concrete machine and all these variables have global scope.
Local variables are derived from the ANY statement of the
particular event, and are entirely local to the corresponding
function. Therefore no parameters are passed to C programming language function. The function returns a boolean
value, signaling whether the event has been triggered to
its calling environment at run-time. After generation of the
function header, all local variable declarations are inserted
at the beginning of the function, giving them scope across
the whole function.
In Event-B guard handling is very ambiguous due to
different meaning, such as local variables type definition,
the assignment of a value to a local variable, condition statements using negation (¬), conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨),
implication (⇒) and equivalence (⇔) operators. Therefore,
for handling so much complex situation, we introduce a
recursive algorithm for parsing complex guards and separate
each element of guard for translation purpose. Thus each

guard must be automatically analyzed to resolve this ambiguity from context information. For example an implication
(⇒) and equivalence (⇔) operator, we rewrite the predicate
in equivalent form using conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨) and
negation (¬) operators, the equals relation may signify an
assignment or equality comparison, and the precise meaning
(and hence the resulting translation) deduced from the type
and scope of its operands. A further ambiguity that must
be resolved is the meaning of a functional-image relation,
which may be used to model a data array or an external
function. Once the guards of the event have been classified,
those conferring local variable type information are used
for variable declarations in the function, and remaining
guards are used to generate local assignment and conditional
statements. Local variable type information is derived in
a similar fashion as the global variables from the guard
information instead of using INVARIANT.
All condition guards are placing in the function as nested
statements, using directly translated conditional and local
variables declared within nested scope ranges. After insertion of all conditional guards, we provide translation for
remaining local assignments with a comment. The meaning
of functional-image statements within the model is automatically resolved to an array if the mapping is a global variable,
otherwise a call to an uninterpreted function is inserted.
The next sub-stage of event translation is the actions
translation. In Event-B, actions are triggered in a concurrent
manner and state that all state modification in the actions
is only valid in the entire event post-condition. Therefore,
dependency checks must be performed to ensure that any
state variable used as an action assignee has not already
been modified to its post-condition prior to use. A similar
way of parsing is applied on Event-B action statement as a
guard statement. An action translation supports assignments
to scalar variables, override statements acting on array-type
variables and arithmetic complex expression. The translation
tool translates all Event-B actions into equivalent C programming language source code.
The code optimization is used to optimize the events
scheduling for calling functions using refinement approach.
An incremental refinement-based structure of events within
an Event-B model exploit to recursively generate nesting
calling functions corresponding to the abstract events. An
abstract level guards are forming a group of concrete events.
An event group is inserted for execution in place of multiple
events, improving run-time performance.
We propose two techniques to trigger all translated events.
First is a calling function “Iterate” implements a continuous
iteration of translated C programming language functions
of the Event-B model, in the same order, defined by their
position in the Event-B model. Second technique is to
optimize the calling order of the events. From the event
scheduling, we have got the code structure that help to make
a group of all concrete events. Each group of events are

triggered by main “Iterate” function.
The code verification is very important to verify correctness of translated code. We use a methodology called
code verification to validate a C code with respect to the
formal specification from which it has been generated. Main
objective to use code verification to test the C program with
proper coverage criteria and to ensure its correctness. In
this way, C codes for all the Event-B formal models are
successfully generated.
III. C ONCLUSION
Generating C code from Event-B formal specification is of
prime importance to medical, avionics and automotive industries. This importance arises from lots of advantages that can
be gained using formal methods based development process
in the design, development and maintenance of embedded
software. The medical, avionics and automotive industries
are willing to convert all their formal specifications to
equivalent C codes, and then leverage formal methods based
development process for further work. The approach we discussed in this paper will be of great help towards this goal.
We have implemented the translator covering a large subset
of Event-B modeling language. We have also completely
automated the test of translated code generation process for
correctness assurance. The translator tool has been tested on
a number of Event-B formal models of a cardiac pacemaker
system with encouraging results. In near future, we have
planed to extend this translation tool to handle Sets, Relation
and other kind target programming language such as ladder
logic, so that this translation tool can be used by all industrial
areas, whereas formal verification and validation are primary
techniques to develop a system.
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IV. A PPENDIX
We use our developed translation tool to generate source
code in ’C’ language from Event-B modeling language of
a cardiac pacemaker specification. The cardiac pacemaker
system is a medical device which uses electrical impulses,
delivered by electrodes contacting the heart muscles, to
regulate the beating of the heart. The primary purpose of
a pacemaker is to maintain an adequate heart rate, either
because the heart’s native pacemaker is not fast enough,
or there is a block in the heart’s electrical conduction
system [7]. This case study completes a formal development of the cardiac pacemaker using Event-B. We use our
developed translation tool to generate source code in ’C’
language from cardiac pacemaker Event-B specification. The
generated code is 90% equivalent to the handwritten code.
Remaining 10% coding is additional coding style which
provided by the developer in the pacemaker system using
some other language. So, we believe that our translation
tool is correct. An example of an Event-B event and its ’C’
translation is given as follows:

/* Guards No. 2*/
if ((sp == P ace Int) ||
((sp < P ace Int) &&
(AV Count > V Blank) &&
(AV Count >= F ixedAV ))) {
/* Guards No. 3 */
if ((sp >= V RP ) &&
(sp >= P V ARP ) {
/* Actions */
P M Actuator V = ON ;
last sp = sp;
return T RU E;
}}}
return F ALSE;
}

BOOL Actuator OF F V (void)
{
/* Guards No. 1 */
if (P M Actuator V == ON ){
/* Guards No. 2*/
if (AV Count ST AT E == T RU E){
/* Guards No. 3*/
if (P M Sensor A == OF F ){

Actuator ON and OFF events of Event-B

/* Guards No. 4*/
if (P M Actuator A == OF F ){

EVENT Actuator ON V
WHEN
grd1 : P M Actuator V = OF F
grd2 : (sp = P ace Int)
∨
(sp < P ace Int ∧
AV Count > V Blank ∧
AV Count ≥ F ixedAV )
grd3 : sp ≥ V RP ∧ sp ≥ P V ARP
THEN
act1 : P M Actuator V := ON
act2 : last sp := sp
END

EVENT Actuator OFF V
WHEN
grd1 : P M Actuator V = ON
grd2 : AV Count ST AT E = T RU E
grd3 : P M Sensor A = OF F
grd4 : P M Actuator A = OF F
grd5 : sp ≥ V RP ∧ sp ≥ P V ARP ∧ sp ≥ U RI
grd6 : (sp = P ace Int)
∨
(sp < P ace Int ∧
AV Count > V Blank ∧
AV Count ≥ F ixedAV )
THEN
act1 : P M Actuator V := OF F
act2 : AV Count ST AT E := F ALSE
act3 : AV Count := 0
act4 : P M Sensor V := OF F
act5 : sp := 1
act6 : T hr A := 0
act7 : T hr V := 0
act8 : T hr A State := F ALSE
act9 : T hr V State := F ALSE
END

/* Guards No. 5*/
if ((sp >= V RP )&&(sp > P V ARP )&&(sp >= U RI)){
/* Guards No. 6*/
if ((sp == P ace Int) ||
((sp < P ace Int) &&
(AV Count > V Blank) &&
(AV Count >= F ixedAV ))) {
/* Actions */
P M Actuator V = OF F ;
AV Count ST AT E = F ALSE;
AV Count = 0;
P M Sensor V = OF F ;
sp = 1;
T hr A = 0;
T hr V = 0;
T hr V State = F ALSE;
T hr A State = F ALSE;
return T RU E;
}}}}}}
return F ALSE;
}

